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INTRODUCTION 
Summary of the Case 

After an extensive investigation, the enforcement staff ignored the weight of the 

information gathered, overlooked NCAA case precedent, and disregarded the language of NCAA 

bylaws when it charged Kurtis Townsend with two Level 1 violations. 

Kurtis conscientiously tries to follow NCAA rules. Throughout twenty-eight years of 

recruiting and coaching high-profile student-athletes at highly-scrutinized NCAA men's 

basketball programs, Kurtis has never before been accused of committing a so-called major 

violation of NCAA rules.' At all times relevant to this case, Kurtis acted transparently in manner 

he believed, and still believes, to be completely normal for NCAA men's basketball coaches and 

compliant with NCAA rules. Prior to the investigation in this case, nobody suggested to Kurtis 

that the conduct for which the enforcement staff now charges him with Level 1 violations was 

against NCAA rules. Since the investigation in this case began, Kurtis has fully cooperated in the 

investigative process. 

During the investigation in this case, the enforcement staff scrutinized Kansas' men's 

basketball program going at least as far back as 2014. 2  At least seven NCAA investigators 

interviewed people about Kansas' men's basketball program, including five investigators who 

participated in Kurtis' second interview with the enforcement staff.' During the investigation, the 

enforcement staff gathered at least 9,440 documents related to Kansas' men's basketball program, 

https://lcuathletics.com/coach/lcurtis-townsend/  
2  Allegation 3. 
3  FI 4 @ 1. Fl 2 @ 1. FI 87 @ 1. Known NCAA investigators participating in interviews in this case are Lydia 
Adeo sun, James Garland, Tom Hosty, Dave Kuhnz, Russell Register, Matt Sadowitz, and Darin Van Vlerah. 
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most of which contain multiple pages. 4  The factual information files ("FIs") that the enforcement 

staff claims support its allegations regarding Kansas' men's basketball program include thirty-

eight enforcement staff interviews of thirty people. 5  In addition to the transcripts of those 

interviews, the FIs include approximately 200 documents, some of which include hundreds of 

pages. 6  The FIs include a substantial amount of information arising out of the federal criminal 

trial in which Jim Gatto and his co-conspirators were convicted of fraudulent conduct against 

several universities, including Kansas. The trial information in the FIs includes, but is not limited 

to, hundreds of pages of transcripts of trial testimony as well as the contents of government 

wiretaps.' The FIs include the results of sophisticated investigative analysis by third-party experts 

such as a cellphone "extraction report" by the digital forensic examination firm Cellebrite and a 

report from Ernst and Young's ("EY") Project Fusion Team in response to the enforcement staff's 

request for EY to decipher redacted portions of bank records provided to the NCAA by an 

individual in conjunction with a prior NCAA investigation.' As recently as January of 2020, the 

enforcement staff added to its FIs a non-public version of a telecast of a high school basketball 

game obtained from ESPN. 9  

After such an extensive investigation, Kurtis' supposedly impermissible conduct 

identified by the enforcement staff as justifying holding Kurtis personally liable for two Level 1 

violations basically boils down to the following: 

4  https://app.box.com/folder/88559120130  
https://app.box.com/folder/87938990327  

6  https://app.box.com/folder/87938989127  
7 F16. F165. 
8  F1 14. F1 137. The enforcement staff's interview in this case of the individual who provided the redacted bank 
records in the prior case lacks any indication that the enforcement staff obtained the individual's permission to have 
EY analyze and report on the redacted portions of the records. 
9  F1 232. 
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- In August and September of 1=, Kurtis had phone calls and/or text messages 

with former Kansas head men's basketball coach Larry Brown ("Brown") as well as 

Adidas consultants Ti Gassnola ("Gassnola") and Merl Code ("Code") in which 

Kurtis sought or shared insights about prospective student-athletes, and Kurtis did 

not report that communication to Kansas as a NCAA violation (Allegations 2(a), 

2(b), and 3(d)); and 

- In August of 	Kurtis reached out to Gassnola, as a consultant for Adidas (like 

Kurtis also reached out to, or offered to reach out to, people with Under Armour and 

Nike), to facilitate dialogue between Adidas and 
	 (" 	the 

UMW of prospective student-athlete kir (" about 

search for used athletics gear for a youth basketball team in 	, and 

Kurtis did not report that communication to Kansas as a NCAA violation (Allegation 

2(c)). 

To be clear, the voluminous information gathered in this case does not show that Kurtis 

provided money to, or knew about money being provided to, any Kansas student-athlete or 

prospective student-athlete or anyone associated with a Kansas student-athlete or prospective 

student-athlete. To the contrary, the information establishes that provision of money to anyone 

associated with a Kansas student-athlete or prospective student-athlete was intentionally hidden 

from Kurtis by the people who provided the money.' Similarly, the voluminous information 

gathered in this case does not demonstrate that Kurtis asked Brown, Gassnola, or Code to recruit 

on behalf of Kansas. 

F16 @ trial transcript 1017, 1172, 1215. 
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Throughout the investigation in this case, Kurtis has readily acknowledged his 

communication with Brown, Gassnola, and Code. Kurtis believed, and still believes, that his 

communication with Brown, Gassnola, and Code was the type of routine and permissible 

communication that college coaches have on a regular basis as a normal part of their jobs, that it 

did not involve improper recruiting assistance, and that it did not involve anyone Kurtis had reason 

to believe was a Kansas booster. 

However, even if for some reason the Committee were to find that Kurtis' communication 

with Brown, Gassnola, or Code involved Kurtis in a breach of NCAA rules, then, as discussed 

later in this response, NCAA case precedent and legislation and would not support the enforcement 

staff's position that Kurtis should be held personally liable for a Level 1 violation — much less two 

Level 1 violations. 

Particular Concern about Allegation 3(d) 

A Level 1 violation is the most severe level of violation with which the enforcement staff 

can charge a coach. Consistent with NCAA bylaws, enforcement staff operating procedures, and 

common sense, whenever the enforcement staff accuses a coach of committing a Level 1 violation, 

the charge should be carefully drafted and solidly supported by information gathered during the 

investigation in the case. 

The reasons why the information gathered in this case and NCAA case precedent and 

legislation do not support holding Kurtis personally liable for Level 1 violations as alleged by the 

enforcement staff are discussed in more detail later in this response. However, at this point, it is 

important to express particularly serious concern about the enforcement staff alleging that Kurtis 
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committed a Level I violation as described in Allegation 3(d) during Kansas' recruitment of 

(" 

The essential premise of Allegation 3(d) is unsupported by – and, in fact, is clearly and 

consistently refuted by – the information gathered during the investigation in this case. 

Specifically, the essential premise of Allegation 3(d) is that "on or about September 	71 

Code had "an impermissible recruiting contact" with 	 family." This premise is 

unfounded. The extensive investigation in this case produced no demonstration of recruiting 

contact between Code and 
	

or his family on or about September 	it. To the 

contrary, repeatedly explained that his limited interaction with Code at non-scholastic 

basketball events was merely in the nature of "what's up man, how you doing, how you been" and 

that his last interaction of any kind with Code was at the Adidas Nations tournament in early 

August of..." professed no knowledge of any recruiting conversations between 

his omi. and Code." Likewise, mop 	win 	igr 	 repeatedly 

and emphatically explained that they had no interaction with Code since the end of 

sophomore year in high school, which was the spring of — . 14  Furthermore, Steve Smith 

("Smith"), a Clemson assistant men's basketball coach who was a longtime friend of Code and 

who recruited 
	

for Clemson, explained that both Code and 	al told Smith 

they did not talk to each other after 	 sophomore year in high school's  

This is not a situation involving unclear or conflicting information. In this situation, 

explicit, repeated, corroborated, unrebutted information refutes the essential premise of the 

II Allegation 3. 
12  Fl 26 @ 8 — 10. 12, 13. https://basketnall.realgm.cominational/tournament/18tadidas-Nations/182/yearly-brackets  
13 F1 26@9, 13. 
14  F127 @ 16, 18. 19, 32. 
15  FT 88 @ 10, 11, 13, 14, 23. 
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allegation. Yet, despite the essential premise of Allegation 3(d) being disconnected from the 

voluminous information gathered during the extensive investigation in this case, the enforcement 

staff brought the allegation as a basis for the Committee to hold Kurtis personally liable for a Level 

1 violation. Such conduct by the enforcement staff violates NCAA procedures related to fairness 

of process and information-based decision making set forth in Bylaw Article 19 and in the 

enforcement staff's internal operating procedures.' Such conduct by the enforcement staff is an 

example of the enforcement staff's willingness to ignore the weight of the information gathered in 

this case in order to charge Kurtis with Level 1 violations. 

Procedurally Improper Importation from the Federal Trial of Gatto and Co-conspirators 

Bylaw 19.7.8.3.1 states, in part, that "facts established by a decision or judgment of a court, 

agency, accrediting body, or other administrative tribunal of competent jurisdiction, which is not 

under appeal [...] may be accepted as true in the infractions process in concluding whether an 

institution or individual participating in the previous matter violated NCAA legislation. Evidence 

submitted and positions taken in such a matter may be considered in the infractions process."' 

Kurtis understands that the verdicts in the federal criminal trial involving Jim Gatto and his 

co-conspirators from which the enforcement staff has charted much of its investigative course in 

this case have been under appeal since March of 2019. Kurtis understands that Bill Self s ("Self') 

response to the Amended Notice of Allegations addresses why the enforcement staff's use of facts 

established, evidence submitted, or positions taken in that federal criminal trial as part of the 

enforcement staffs investigation in this case violates Bylaw 19.7.8.3.1, irreparably prejudices the 

16  Attachment @ 2 — 5. 
17  Attachment @ 4. 
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investigation and processing of this case, and renders Allegations 2(a), 2(b), 2(c), and 3(d), among 

others, improper and appropriate for dismissal. Kurtis adopts Self's analysis in that regard." 

Kurtis' Continued Cooperation  

As he had done throughout this case, Kurtis will continue to fully cooperate in the 

infractions/enforcement process. Kurtis welcomes the opportunity to meet with the Committee in 

order to discuss this case and answer questions the Committee has for him. Kurtis is confident 

that the more the Committee knows about Kurtis and his conduct as assistant coach at Kansas the 

more the Committee will recognize Kurtis' commitment to compliance with NCAA rules and that 

the voluminous information gathered during the extensive investigation in this case as well as 

NCAA case precedent and legislation do not support the enforcement staff's position that Kurtis 

should be held personally liable for a Level 1 violation — much less two Level 1 violations. 

18  To the extent Kurtis cites information from the federal criminal trial of Gatto and his co-conspirators in this response, 
Kurtis does not waive his argument that Bylaw 19.7.8.3.1 prohibits the consideration of information from the trial in 
the NCAA infractions process and that the enforcement staff has violated the bylaw in a manner prejudicial to Kurtis. 
Kurtis cites to information from the trial in this response as a contingency in the event the Committee does not dismiss 
the allegations in which Kurtis is named and allows the enforcement staff to continue to reference trial information in 
future submissions to the Committee and/or at a hearing. 
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ALLEGATION NO. 2 
ALLEGATION 

2. 	[NCAA Division I Manual Constitution 2.8.1 and Bylaws 12.1.2, 12.3.1.3, 12.11.1,13.01.2, 
13.1, 13.1.2.1, 13.13.5.1, 13.2.1, 13.2.1.1-(b), 13.2.1.1-(e) and 16.8.1 (2017-18)] 

It is alleged that between  August=  and April 	, Bill Self (Self), head men's basketball 
coach; Kurds Townsend (Townsend), assistant men's basketball coach; and four 
representatives of the institution's athletics interests, three of whom also acted as agents, 
engaged in recruiting violations related to then men's basketball prospective student-athlete 

(IMM  This included impermissible recruiting inducements and 
contacts. As a result of the impermissible inducements,  MO 
NM  received actual and necessary expenses while ineligible. Specifically: 

a. In August  =,  Townsend contacted Larry Brown (Brown), a representative of the 
institution's athletics interests, about Townsend's interest in recruiting 	At that 
time, Brown informed Townsend that he would contact 

and speak positively about the institution. After Brown 
impermissibly contacted  MM.  Brown informed Townsend that wanted 
sponsorship to outfit a nonscholastic basketball team with which he was affiliated. 
Townsend failed to report this violation to the institution's compliance staff. [NCAA 
Constitution 2.8.1 and Bylaws 13.01.2, 13.1, 13.1.2.1 and 13.1.3.5.1 

b. In August and September  =,  Self and Townsend encouraged and had knowledge 
that T.J. Gassnola (Gassnola), a then Adidas outside consultant, representative of the 
institution's athletics interests and agent; had impermissible recruiting telephone calls 
with  r  In the calls, Gassnola encouraged 	to have 	enroll at 
the institution as a student-athlete. Townsend failed to report this violation to the 
institution's compliance staff. [NCAA Constitution 2.8.1 and Bylaws 13.01.2, 13.1, 
13.1.2.1 and 13.1.3.5.1 

c. On August 9,  MN  , Adidas, a representative of the institution's athletics interests; 
Gassnola; Self; and Townsend offered a recruiting inducement to 
Specifically, Adidas, Gassnola, Self and Townsend worked together to offer 
shoes and apparel to outfit the nonscholastic basketball team with which he was 
affiliated. [NCAA Bylaws 12.1.2, 12.3.1.3, 13.2.1 and 13.2.1.1-(b) 	ft] 

d. Sometime between September 8 and 15,  min  Adidas; Gassnola; and James Gatto 
(Gatto), a then Adidas director of global marketing for basketball, representative of the 
institution's athletics interests and agent, provided a $2,500 cash recruiting inducement 
and impermissible agent benefit to 	in an effort to secure  MEER 
enrollment at the institution as a student-athlete. [NCAA Bylaws 12.1.2, 12.3.1.3, 
13.2.1 and  13.2.1.1-(e)MENB] 
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e. On or about September 11, 	Adidas, Gassnola and Gatto offered a $20,000 
recruiting inducement and impermissible agent benefit to 	in order to 
persuade 	to have  IMIE  enroll at the institution. [NCAA Bylaws 12.1.2, 
12.3.1.3, 13.2.1 and 13.2.1.1-(e)":"111.)] 

This allegation serves a basis for head coach responsibility and lack of institutional control 
in Allegation Nos. 4 and 5. 

RESPONSE 

Summar). Rewtrdinz Alleration 2 

Kurtis disagrees with the enforcement staff's position that he should be personally liable 

for a Level 1 violation in connection with Allegation 2. 

Kurtis agrees that he had a few phone calls with Larry Brown ("Brown") in which Kurtis 

sought Brown's insight about prospective student-athlete   (",_ 	and 

/MEM  guardian 	 (" 
	

Kurtis also agrees that he reached out to 

Adidas consultant TJ Gassnola ("Gassnola") to put Gassnola and  igimi  in contact with each 

other to facilitate dialogue between Adidas and about search for used 

athletics gear for a youth basketball team in, 

Kurtis' communication with Brown and Gassnola was conducted openly on his Kansas cell 

phone. Kurtis never asked Brown or Gassnola to recruit on behalf of Kansas. Kurtis never 

believed that Brown or Gassnola was a Kansas booster. Nobody told Kurtis that communication 

with Brown or Gassnola was problematic, and Kurtis never thought that his communication with 

them was contrary to NCAA rules. Kurtis did not ask for, encourage, or condone any conduct by 

Brown or Gassnola that Kurtis thought might break NCAA rules. Kurtis was unaware of 

Gassnola's clandestine payments on behalf of Adidas to anyone associated with a Kansas student-

athlete or prospective student-athlete. Kurtis believed at the time, and still believes, that his 
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communication with Brown and Gassnola was the type of routine and permissible communication 

that college coaches have on a regular basis as a normal part of their jobs. 

If for some reason the Committee were to find that Kurtis' communication with Brown or 

Gassnola involved Kurtis in a breach of NCAA rules, then NCAA case precedent and legislation 

would not support the enforcement staff's position that Kurtis should be held personally liable for 

a Level 1 violation in connection with Allegation 2. 

Allegation 2(a) 

Kurtis disagrees with the enforcement staff's position that he breached NCAA rules in the 

circumstances related to Allegation 2(a). 

Kurtis began recruiting 	for Kansas after seeing 	play in an AAU 

tournament during the last weekend of the July recruiting period in 	. 19  Kurtis initially called 

AAU coach 
	

("Er 	") and 	-111 high school coach Mill 

(4, 	") about 	20  During Kurtis' conversations with 	--rf and NNE 

Kurtis learned three things: (1) the main adult in 	recruiting process was 	(2) 

had planned to attend Southern Methodist University ("SMU") and play for Brown before 

Brown retired from coaching at SMU, and (3) 	was interested in Kansas. 21  

Brown and Kurtis had known each other for years, and Brown also had a longstanding 

relationship with Kansas' head men's basketball coach Bill Self ("Self'). 22  While talking about 

19  F1 5 @ 12. 
20 FI5@12. 
21  FI 5 @ 12. 
22  F1 77 @ 11, 12. 
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recruiting during a bus ride to an exhibition game during Kansas' men's basketball program's trip 

to Italy in August of 2017, Kurtis mentioned to Self that Brown knew 	 and 

through SMU's recruitment of — and one of IIMI■4 high school teammates. Kurtis and 

Self agreed that in order to try to gain some insight into 	and 
	

Kurtis should call 

Brown and ask what background information Brown could provide. Kurtis called Brown from the 

bus on the way to the exhibition game and told Brown that he was interested in insight Brown could 

provide about 	sp and 
	

23  The call was very brief, only about two minutes. 24  One of 

the things that Brown mentioned was that was looking for gear for I youth 

basketball team. Kurds tried to call Brown again after the exhibition game to continue the 

conversation, but Brown was not available. 25  

About a week after Kurtis returned to the United States, Kurtis called Brown again. 26  The 

purposes of this call were, first, to resume the discussion started when Kurtis was in Italy about what 

insight Brown could provide about sr- ands and, second, to discuss Brown's 

participation in Self's induction into the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame (the "Hall of 

Fame") in early September of 2017, at which Brown presented Self. In subsequent weeks leading 

up to and following Self's Hall of Fame induction, Kurtis had several more phone conversations 

with Brown. 27  Although Kurtis recalls occasionally mentioning recruitment in some of 

those calls, the main focus of the calls was Self's Hall of Fame induction events. 28  

23  Attachment @ 6. 
' Attachment @ 6. 
25  Attachment @ 6. 
26  Attachment @ 6. 
27  Attachment @ 6. 
28  The dates of Kurtis' calls with Brown illustrate an example of the enforcement staff drafting an allegation that does 
not reflect the information gathered during the investigation in this case. Allegation 2(a) asserts the following sequence 
of events: Kurtis called Brown about 	Brown said he would call 	Brown called 	and then 
Brown told Kurtis that 	was looking for gear for 	youth basketball team. However, call records 
show that Kurtis' only call with Brown before Kurtis provided 	with contact information for Adidas (as 
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Kurtis did not ask Brown to contact  r 	Or 	in  or to recruit 	on behalf 

of Kansas. As Kurtis explained, "Nobody recruits at Kansas for us except for me, coach Self, 

[assistant coach] Jerrance Howard, and [assistant coach] Norm Roberts." 29  To the extent Kurtis and 

Brown discussed   and  MOM  the conversation was not even memorable to Brown, 

although Brown is confident that nobody at Kansas asked him to contact  M=30  Based on 

Kurtis' decades of experiences as a NCAA men's basketball coach, when Kurtis sought Brown's 

insight about and  11  Kurtis believed his communication with Brown was the type 

of routine and permissible information-gathering communication that college coaches have on a 

regular basis as a normal part of their jobs. 31  Kurtis' calls with Brown occurred openly on Kurtis' 

Kansas cell phone. 32  

Contrary to Allegation 2(a)'s assertion, the information gathered during the investigation in 

this case is void of testimony, documentation, or any other information that "Brown informed 

Townsend that he would contact or that "Brown impermissibly contacted 

In fact,  ash  explained, based on a personal relationship between  imIM  and 

discussed later in this response) was Kurtis' call to Brown from Italy. Brown could not have initially mentioned 
search for gear for 	youth team in a follow-up call with Kurtis, because no follow-up call 

occurred until after Kurtis shared contact information for Adidas with 	If, as the enforcement staff charges, 
Kurtis' conduct referenced in Allegation 2(a) was egregious enough to hold Kurtis personally liable for a Level 1 
violation, the timeline of events asserted in the allegation should accurately reflect the information gathered in this case. 
29  FI 4 @ 105. 
3° FI 77 @ 18, 25 - 26. 
31  Information gathered during the investigation in this case shows that Kansas men's basketball assistant coach Jerrance 
Howard ("Howard"), who was previously an assistant coach for Brown at SMU, regularly spoke with Brown. Howard 
never asked Brown to contact  mim  or on behalf of Kansas. However, during one of their conversations, 
Howard asked Brown whether Brown would have positive things to say about Kansas  ifiEdiMI  asked Brown about 
the university, to which Brown replied affirmatively. (FI 77 @ 18, 25 — 26. FI 86 @ 36 — 38.) Thus, information in this 
case shows that Howard, who the enforcement staff has not charged with any violation of NCAA rules, had similar 
communication with Brown about  Elm  as Kurtis, who the enforcement staff asserts should be personally liable for 
a Level 1 violation related to Brown. Kurtis does not believe Howard's communication with Brown was impermissible 
or that Howard should be charged with any NCAA violation — and clearly, neither does the enforcement staff, given that 
it did not name him in the Amended Notice of Allegations. This is another illustration of the enforcement staff unjustly 
seeking to hold Kurtis personally liable for a Level 1 violation inconsistent with the information in this case. 
32  Attachment @ 6. 
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Brown that predated Kansas' recruitment of 	 initiated communication with 

Brown about IMIE like IM 	previously did about other prospective student-athletes 

coached: 33  

QUESTION: And the recruitment of IMMI MEM walk us through what 

happened, who was involved. And we'll start with that. 

Well, I reached out to coach Brown and asked him, you know, for his 

advice. 34  

and 

But what I will definitely say is that I had a relationship with coach 

Brown where I would ask him about stuff, ask him about his opinion. 

And then, you know, just like, hey coach, like we have this situation. 

And it was mainly schools. It was never outside schools. Okay, 

coach, like the kid, he needs a school. Here are the schools. What 

do you think?35  

and 

QUESTION: Who initiated the call? Who communicated? 

No, it was me. It was me. I was going to him for advice. It wasn't 

him coming to me. 

33  F1 7 @ 40 - 43. F1 8 @ 71 - 80, 88, 89. F19 @ 2 - 4. 
34 F19@2. 
35 F19@3,4. 
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18 

 

QUESTION: Okay.  That’s what I’m –  

  Yeah, it was –  

QUESTION: – I want to establish.  

  – it was me going for advice.  Like, what do you think?  We have 

this, and what do you think about that?36 

 As Brown explained,  calls seeking Brown’s thoughts about the college choices 

of prospective student-athletes were not unusual.  Brown noted that he talks to people “all the time” 

about “different schools” because “people are constantly asking” him about collegiate men’s 

basketball programs due to his background and relationships.37   Brown further explained: “I mean 

it happens daily with me.  I think it happens daily with everybody, every coach.  I think that’s not 

something that’s out of the ordinary with me.38 

 As  explained, he did not perceive Brown to be recruiting for Kansas: 

QUESTION: Did anybody from Kansas ever say coach Brown is assisting with 

recruiting for us, and he’s a good guy to rely on? 

 No, never.  That never happened.39 

and 

QUESTION: In your judgement, was coach Brown recruiting on behalf of KU? 

 
36 FI 8 @ 79. 
37 FI 77 @ 17, 18. 
38 FI 77 @ 18. 
39 FI 8 @ 79. 





and 

QUESTION: He was not doing what? 

Like, recruiting for Kansas or recruiting for Maryland. He was not 

doing that. He was just trying to help because I was begging basically 

for him to help.43  

According to ift 	Brown stated that at least two universities other than Kansas would 

be good schools for 
	44 

Like dm L 	clearly explained that Brown did not recruit for Kansas: 

QUESTION: Did he [Brown] ever talk to you about Kansas? 

He never spoke to me, I never, I never talked to Larry Brown about 

basketball. I just said — 

QUESTION: Right. Right. I know you, you said that. And that's about basketball, 

because basketball could be AAU, high school, and all that. I just 

want to make it more specific to Kansas. Did Larry Brown ever talk 

to you about Kansas? 

No, sir. 45  Im 

43  F1 8 @ 89. 
44  FI 8 @ 76, 79, 88. 
45  FI 78 ® 17. 
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MIMI  further explained that that  mom  never suggested to 	that Brown 

wanted  um.  to attend Kansas. 46 	liked Kansas even before Kansas started to recruit 

him, and his decision to attend Kansas was not influenced by Brown: 

Honestly, I have been watching Kansas since my freshman and 

sophomore year, and I, I just, well, Kansas was always like my, one 

of my top one, top one, top two schools. And after my junior, I just 

had an idea of what school I wanted to go. 47  

One aspect of Allegation 2(a) that accurately reflects the information gathered during the 

investigation in this case is that Kurtis did not report a recruiting violation involving Brown to 

Kansas' athletics compliance staff. This is accurate because Kurtis did not believe there was a 

violation to report. For the reasons mentioned above, Kurtis did not believe impermissible conduct 

involving Brown occurred. Furthermore, Kurtis' boss, Self, who the information in this case shows 

forcefully emphasizes compliance with NCAA rules including telling assistant coaches he will fire 

them for cheating, knew that Brown had a relationship with 	''i  from Brown's time coaching 

at SMU and that Kurtis would call Brown to try to gain some insight about 	andEll.=  48 

Kurtis never believed Brown was a Kansas booster, and the information in this case demonstrates 

that Brown did not fall within the defmition of a booster. 49  Specifically, the information in this case 

does not contain testimony or documentation (1) that Brown participated in a Kansas booster 

organization, (2) that Brown made financial contributions to Kansas' athletics department, (3) that 

anyone asked Brown to recruit for Kansas, (4) that anyone perceived Brown as recruiting for Kansas, 

46  FI78 @ 18. 
47 FI78@31. 
48 FI1@6-11. F14 @12. 
49  Attachment @ 7. 
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(5) that Brown provided benefits to any Kansas student-athlete or his/her family, or (6) that Brown 

otherwise promoted Kansas' athletics program (unless Brown's frequent conversations in response 

to questions from people seeking informed insight about collegiate men's basketball programs at 

numerous different schools including Alabama, Kentucky, Maryland, North Carolina, Oregon, 

UNC-G, and UCLA or USC, just to note schools specifically mentioned by Brown or 

make Brown a booster of all of those schools as well as Kansas under a theory that he promoted their 

athletics programs). 5° 

Two recent situations discussed during Kurtis' interviews with the enforcement staff in this 

case show Kurtis' habit of promptly informing senior Kansas athletics administrators when he 

recognizes compliance problems. One situation occurred during Kurtis' recruitment of a top current 

prospective student-athlete when the prospect's family introduced Kurtis to a third party who was 

"helping in [the prospect's] recruiting" who seemed suspicious to Kurtis. Kurtis promptly provided 

the third party's name to Kansas' senior athletics compliance staff member who researched the 

situation before giving Kurtis go-ahead to continue recruiting the prospect. 51  The second situation 

occurred in November of when apprised Kurtis that he learned from that 

MEM received money from Gassnola. Although Gassnola's federal trial testimony about such 

a payment was already public, Kurtis had never before personally learned information related to any 

such payment. As soon as mug suggested to Kurtis that a payment occurred, Kurtis informed 

senior Kansas athletics administrators about m_ comments.52  As such, the information in 

this case indicates that, as is his habit, Kurtis would have informed Kansas' senior athletics 

" FI 8 @ 77. F1 77 @ 7, 9, 17, 18, 26. FI 78 @ 17. 
51  FI 5 @ 46. The prospect committed to another institution in the fall of 2019. 
52  F15 @ 46. 
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administrators of potentially impermissible conduct involving Brown if Kurtis thought such conduct 

occurred. 

For the reasons discussed above, the weight of the credible, persuasive information 

gathered during the investigation in this case — and in regard to some aspects of Allegation 2(a), 

literally all of the relevant information in this case — refutes the enforcement staff's position that 

Kurtis should be held personally liable for a violation of NCAA rules in connection with Allegation 

2(a). However, if for some reason the Committee were to find that Kurtis' communication with 

Brown involved Kurtis in a breach of NCAA rules, then, as discussed later in this response, NCAA 

case precedent and legislation would not support the enforcement staff's position that Kurtis 

should be held personally liable for a Level 1 violation. 

Allegation 2(b) 

Kurtis disagrees with the enforcement staff's position that he breached NCAA rules in the 

circumstances related to Allegation 2(b). 

Kurtis never believed that his communication with Gassnola or any interaction between 

Gassnola and about which Kurtis was aware was impermissible. Kurtis never 

encouraged Gassnola to engage in any conduct Kurtis thought might break NCAA rules. 

Kurtis initially met Gassnola in 2010 or 2011 through then Kansas assistant men's 

basketball coach Joe Dooley ("Dooley"), a long-time friend of Gassnola, and' , a 

player from Gassnola' s AAU program who was a Kansas men's basketball student-athlete. 53 

 Kurtis understood Gassnola to be both an AAU coach and a consultant for Adidas, whose duties 

53  F1 4 @ 17. 
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for Adidas included being a point of contact for Kansas' men's basketball program and monitoring 

whether the program was happy with Adidas appare1. 54  When Dooley left Kansas to become a 

head coach, Kurtis was the remaining Kansas coach who Gassnola knew best, so Kurtis and 

Gassnola began to communicate more frequently. 55  Kurtis and Gassnola regularly swapped 

recruiting scuttlebutt and insight about prospective student-athletes, like Kurtis does with 

employees or consultants from Nike and Under Armour, scouting service providers, high school 

coaches, and non-scholastic coaches. 56  As Kurtis explained: 

[Gassnola] talked to so many people, so many other college coaches, so many other 

AAU coaches, he was a source of information. So even if eight of the things he said 

I walked away going you're full of it, but two of the things helped me in, you know, 

in my grasping, hey, you know, what this recruitment will be like, then it's just 

something I did. That's how I gathered information. That's how I recruit. And I 

didn't only get all my information from him. 57  

In addition to recruiting scuttlebutt, Kurtis and Gassnola discussed topics including NBA 

draft entrants, NFL football, and Gassnola's travels. 58  In July, August, and early September of 

much of Kurtis' communication with Gassnola involved Adidas' preparations for an 

elaborate party at Self's Hall of Fame induction. 59  

54  FI 4 @ 17. 
55 FI4 @17. FI5 @4. 
56  FI 4 
57  FI 4 
58  F1 4 
59  FI 4 
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Also, as discussed in more detail in response to Allegation 2(c), on August 8,  In,  Kurtis 

followed-up on conversations with Brown and 	about 	"'  interest in getting used 

gear for 	youth basketball team by providing contact information for Gassnola, as an 

Adidas consultant, to 	and vice versa. 60  Kurtis provided the information openly on his 

Kansas cell phone and shortly thereafter told his boss, Self, that he had done so. 61  As Kurtis 

explained: 

I didn't think that was -- I didn't think that was anything that was illegal or -- I just 

thought that that's what they did. I just thought that the apparel companies sponsor 

AAU teams, national teams. In no way did I think that there was anything wrong 

with that. 62  

The next day, Kurtis followed-up with Gassnola by text about whether Gassnola and 

luffmaii  had connected. 63  During the following weeks, Kurtis and Gassnola communicated 

frequently, particularly about Adidas' party at Self's Hall of Fame induction. 64  Although Kurtis 

and Gassnola almost certainly talked about  MIMI  some, they did not discuss 

recruitment much because Gassnola did not know  MEM  and had not seen him play. 65  On a few 

occasions, Kurtis texted to Gassnola snippets of news about  MEV  recruitment that Kurtis 

thought would interest Gassnola, like Kurtis and other coaches regularly share interesting 

recruiting news with people in the grassroots basketball community. 66  

FI 4 @ 102. F1 9 @ 16, 17. F1 60. 
FI 1 @ 94, 95. F1 60. 

62  F1 4 @ 94. 
63  FI 62. 
64  F1 4 @ 110. Attachment @ 8, 9. 
65  FI 5 @ 14, 15, 19, 20. 
66  F1 5 @ 32, 43, 44. F1 63. 
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Kurtis' communication with Gassnola ended on approximately September 25, all, when 

Kansas told Kurtis to cease communication with people associated with Adidas after the 

announcement of the indictments preceding the federal criminal trial of Jim Gatto ("Gatto") and 

his co-conspirators. 67  

Kurtis believed, and still believes, that his communication with Gassnola was the type of 

routine and permissible communication that college coaches have on a regular basis as a normal 

part of their jobs. Kurtis never asked Gassnola to give money to me or to help Kansas 

recruit it 
	

68 

During the period in question, Kurtis also believed that any communication between 

Gassnola and mmi was normal, appropriate communication between a consultant for an 

international apparel company and a non-scholastic team coach about whether Adidas might be 

interested in sponsoring or providing gear for 	youth basketball team. 69  Gassnola's 

only communication to Kurtis (or Self) about Gassnola's conversations with MEM were brief 

comments or text exchanges about talking to MIMI about gear. 7° Gassnola purposefully 

concealed from Kurtis and all other Kansas personnel Gassnola's interactions with 	-M that 

were contrary to NCAA rules!' Gassnola knew that Kurtis, Self, and their Kansas colleagues 

would disapprove of impermissible conduct and report a violation that would result in 

ineligibility.72  

FI 5 @ 19, 20. 
68  F1 4 @ 105, 106, 127. FI 5 @ 27. 

FI 4 @ 105, 106. FI 5 @ 27. FI 6 @ trial transcript 1014. 
FI 6 @ trial transcript 1014, 1015, 1172. FI 61. FI 62. 

71  FI 6 @ trial transcript 1017, 1172, 1215. 
72  FI 6 @ trial transcript 1017. 
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Kurtis never participated in a call between Gassnola and 	so Kurtis lacks 

personal knowledge of what Gassnola and 	discussed. Given discrepancies between 

Gassnola and 	about some aspects of their communication, the exact content of their 

discussions cannot be known. However, 	reported that he and Gassnola spoke no more 

than five times, and nothing in the information gathered during the investigation in this case 

indicates otherwise. 73  According to 	Gassnola seemed more interested in learning about 

the structure of youth basketball in 	and "who's in charge of the kids in 	" than in 

discussing whether Adidas could provide gear for 	youth basketball team or 

recruitment status. 74 	was emphatic that that Gassnola did not recruit for Kansas: 

QUESTION: Did TJ ever suggest to you that KU was a good place — 

: No. 

QUESTION: — for 	to be? 

No, because his opinion didn't matter. His opinion at the end of 

the day — 

QUESTION: Again — 

— did not matter. 

QUESTION: — what matters to you is not what we really need to know. What we 

need to know is whether or not TJ ever said — 

No, he never said that. 

73  F1 7 @ 61. F1 8 @ 17, 18. 
74 FI7@74,95. F1 8 @ 17, 21, 68. 
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QUESTION: — ever said anything to you about KU and coming to KU and KU 

being the right place for him 

He, he never said that. 

QUESTION: He never said anything like that? 

1/4 He never said that because — 

QUESTION: Doesn't matter why. 

Yeah, it was — 

QUESTION: Did he say it or not? 

MEM — it was never mentioned. Like it, like he — 

QUESTION: Did he ever — 

— like who is he to say that? 

QUESTION: Did he recruit on behalf — 

No, no. 

QUESTION: — of KU? 

IMMEIMM No, that never happened. 75  

The undisputed information in this case establishes that Gassnola never spoke with 

that 	was not even aware of Gassnola prior to the federal criminal trial of Gatto 

75 F17@92-94. 
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and his co-conspirators, and that Gassnola had no influence on min. decision to attend 

Kansas. 76  

Kurtis did not report a recruiting violation involving Gassnola to Kansas' athletics 

compliance staff because Kurtis did not believe there was a violation to report. As discussed in 

response to Allegation 2(a), Kurtis' history of bringing compliance concerns to the attention of 

senior Kansas athletics administrators indicates that Kurtis would have reported a potential 

violation regarding Gassnola if he recognized one. However, for the reasons mentioned above, 

Kurtis did not believe impermissible conduct occurred regarding either his communication with 

Gassnola or Gassnola's communication with _ A i  Furthermore, Kurtis' compliance- 

conscious boss, Self, knew that Kurtis connected Gassnola and i 	to facilitate dialogue 

between Adidas and ME. about gear for a youth basketball team in ^ 	. 77  Kurtis never 

believed Gassnola was a Kansas booster, and the information in this case demonstrates the 

reasonableness of Kurtis' understanding. The information does not show (1) that Gassnola 

participated in a Kansas booster organization, (2) that Gassnola contributed financially to Kansas' 

athletics department, (3) that Kurtis or anyone else at Kansas asked Gassnola to recruit for Kansas, 

(4) that Kurtis or anyone else at Kansas should have considered Gassnola to be recruiting for 

Kansas, (5) that Kurtis or anyone else at Kansas should have thought that Gassnola provided 

benefits to an enrolled Kansas student-athlete or his/her family, or (6) that Gassnola otherwise 

promoted — as opposed to conspired to defraud, as he pled guilty to — Kansas. 78  

76 F18 @66. F178@31,33. 
77  F1 1 @ 94, 95. 
78  Fl 6 @ trial transcript 913, 914. 
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To the extent that the enforcement staff asserts that Gassnola was a booster simply because 

of his status as an Adidas consultant or employee, Kurtis understands that Kansas' response to the 

Amended Notice of Allegations addresses the unsoundness of the enforcement staff's position, 

and Kurtis adopts the university's analysis in that regard. Kurtis notes that, prior to the 

enforcement staff's assertion in this case, at no point during Kurtis' twenty-eight years as a 

Division 1 men's basketball coach at six different universities has Kurtis been advised by a 

university, a conference, the National Association of Basketball Coaches, or NCAA personnel that 

by itself a person's employment by an apparel company that supplies gear to a university's athletics 

department classifies that person as a booster of the university. Furthermore, Kurtis' 

understanding that Gassnola was not a booster simply because of his connection with Adidas is 

consistent with the assessment of five accomplished senior athletics administrators who the 

enforcement staff interviewed during the investigation in this case: (1) Kansas' current athletics 

director Jeff Long, who has over thirty years of collegiate athletics experience, including prior 

athletics director experience at Eastern Kentucky, Pittsburgh, and Arkansas; 79  (2) Kansas' former 

athletics director Sheahon Zenger, who has over thirty years of collegiate athletics experience, 

including athletics director experience at Illinois State prior to coming to Kansas; 8° (3) Kansas' 

former senior associate athletics director Larry Keating, who has almost fifty years of collegiate 

athletics experience, including experience as Seton Hall's athletics director for twelve years; 81 

 Kansas' deputy athletics director Sean Lester, who has been at Kansas fifteen years;82  and Kansas' 

senior associate athletics director David Reed, who in 2019 received the National Association for 

79 F123 @1,3. 
8°F122 @1,2,4. 

Fl 19 @ 1, 3, 6. 
82  Fl 20 @ 4. 
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Athletics Compliance's ("NAAC") Frank Kara Leadership Award, which is NAAC's premiere 

award and highest honor: 83  

QUESTION: In your view as athletics director, do you view Adidas as a 

representative of KU's athletics interests? 

LONG: 	No. You know I never had, candidly, in my career looked at a shoe 

or apparel person as a representative of our athletics interest. I see 

them as a sponsor. 84  

and 

QUESTION: Did you regard Adidas as a representative of Kansas' athletics 

interests? 

ZENGER: 	No. I saw them as a partner, as any other institution viewed their 

apparel sponsors. 85  

QUESTION: And was the Adidas relationship, did it have any objective or purpose 

as to helping secure enrollment of prospective student-athletes to 

KU? 

ZENGER: Absolutely not. 86  

QUESTION: As a long-time athletics administrator, are you familiar with the term 

representative of the institution's athletics interest? 

83  H 17 @ 1. hftps://lcuathletics.com/staff/david-reed/  
84  F1 23 @ 30. 
85  F1 22 @ 32. 
86  FI 22 @ 33. 
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KEATING: Yeah. 

QUESTION: At any time did you ever consider Adidas to be a representative of 

the KU's athletics interest? 

KEATING: No. Not at all. 

QUESTION: And why is that? 

KEATING: They're not. They're representing their own interests. Not ours. 87  

QUESTION: What I'm asking is from your point of view in real time, did you ever 

in your own mind, regard Adidas as a representative of KU's athletics 

interest.? 

LESTER: 	Absolutely not.88  

QUESTION: So, you think that Adidas is a representative of the institution's 

athletics interest here at KU? 

REED: 	No. I think they're a corporate partner. 

QUESTION: So, in, in your analysis, what is different between being a corporate 

partner and a representative of the institutions athletic interest? 

87  F1 19 @ 25. 
88 F1 20 @ 43. 
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REED: 	The, I separate it from the, the true, the true meaning of a 

representative of athletics interests is to, they're donating money for 

the betterment of the athletic department. And I understand there's, 

there's additional triggers, but KU is in a corporate partnership with 

Adidas that both sides make significant amount of money from. It's 

not Adidas dumping all this money into KU with no outcome on the 

other side. So to me, Adidas is no different as I said earlier, to Pepsi, 

to Demarini Bats from baseball, to New Era hats in baseball, to Land 

Management that cuts the grass. It's no different. It's a corporate 

partner. 89  

For the reasons discussed above, the weight of the credible, persuasive information gathered 

during the investigation in this case refutes the enforcement staff's position that Kurtis should be 

held personally liable for a violation of NCAA rules in connection with Allegation 2(b). However, 

if for some reason the Committee were to find that Kurtis' interaction with Gassnola involved 

Kurtis in a breach of NCAA rules, then, as discussed later in this response, NCAA Case precedent 

and legislation would not support the enforcement staff's position that Kurtis should be held 

personally liable for a Level 1 violation. 

89  FI 17 @ 57. 
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Allegation 2(c) 

Kurtis disagrees with the enforcement staff's position that he breached NCAA rules in the 

circumstances related to Allegation 2(c). 

Contrary to the enforcement staff's specific assertion that "Adidas, Gassnola, Self and 

Townsend worked together to offer shoes and apparel," the information gathered during 

the investigation in this case demonstrates that Kurtis never offered a recruiting inducement to 

or worked with anyone do so. When Kurtis gave contact information to 

Gassnola and vice versa and then had limited follow-up communication about whether they 

connected, Kurtis believed, and still believes, that his conduct was the type of ordinary, permissible 

communication that college coaches have as a normal part of their jobs. 9° 

During Kurtis' conversations with Brown and 	Kurtis learned about 

interest in fmding used gear for a youth basketball team in 
	91 Mr. was seeking used 

gear because mlw new gear were high. 92  IL initially asked Kurtis 

about the possibility of obtaining used Kansas gear, but Kurtis correctly explained that NCAA 

rules do not allow Kansas to donate new or used institutional gear to a non-scholastic basketball 

program. 93  In order to try to help in a manner complaint with NCAA rules, Kurtis 

offered to connect 
	with Nike, but 	-11- 	expressed disinterest in Nike due to a prior 

poor experience with Nike. 94  Because the 
	

AAU team with which 	was 

associated was sponsored by Under Armour, Kurtis also suggested that 	talk with Under 

90  F1 4 @ 94, 127. F1 5 @ 15, 16. 
91  F15 @ 22. 7 @58 -59. 
92  F1 7 @ 72. FI 9 @ 17, 18. 
93  F1 7 @ 58, 59. F1 8 @ 12, 13, 27. 
94  F15 @ 15. F17 @ 96, 97. 
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Armour employee Hanif Hill ("Hill"), who Kurtis offered to tell about 	search for 

gear. 95  As a third option for 	to explore about a potential sponsorship or gear donation, 

Kurtis suggested L _ 	talk with Adidas consultant Gassnola. 96  In order to help E 

connect with Gassnola, on August 8. Kurtis provided contact information for to 

Gassnola and vice versa. 97  The next day, Kurtis followed-up in a text exchange with Gassnola 

about whether Gassnola and." had connected. 98  During Kurtis' calls with Gassnola in the 

following weeks, Kurtis recalls one time when Gassnola told Kurtis that Gassnola would get in 

touch with about gear for the youth basketball team, but Kurtis does not recall 

other discussions with Gassnola about the topic. 99  Similarly, Kurtis recalls that in a call with 

IMEIr  - later in August or September, Kurtis confirmed to 11 that Kurtis had called Hill 

at Under Armour about lEr 
	

interest in sponsorship or gear. 1oo 

No information gathered during the investigation in this case indicates that Kurtis told 

air 	that Adidas (or Under Armour, Nike, or any other source) would provide gear for a 

youth basketball team in 	As Kurtis explained, his mindset was that it was up to Adidas 

to determine whether a sponsorship or gear donation made sense to the company. Whether a 

sponsorship or donation occurred had no impact on Kansas recruiting mil 

95  FI 5 @ 15. FI 8 @ 22 — 24. 
96 FI5@14. FI 8 @ 12, 13. 
97  FI 5 @ 21, 25. FI 6 @ trial transcript 1013, 1168. FI 60. 
98  FI 5 @ 26, 27. FI 62. 
99  FI 5 @ 14. 
loo FT 5 @ 14. 
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TOWNSEND: If it was good for Adidas, for them to sponsor a team and they wanted 

to do it, fine. If they didn't, it didn't matter, I was still going to recruit 

101 

TOWNSEND: I mean, I told this guy [Gassnola] to, you know, hey, if this is good 

for Adidas and you guys want to do it, fine. 1°2  

QUESTION: You know, you're recruiting  [MUM [111111M  is the 

[ 

	

is looking for some material benefit, ostens -- you know, 

for a team. 

TOWNSEND: Yeah, I understand. 

QUESTION: And now you're -- you've just injected yourself in a situation and put 

into contact with somebody who can fulfill that need. Is that a 

violation of NCAA rules? Have you just involved yourself in a 

violation? 

TOWNSEND: I don't believe, Tom. And here's why I don't believe it. This is why 

I don't believe it. It didn't matter to me one way or another if 

[Gassnola] was able to put [ 	together with somebody who 

could sponsor. It didn't matter. I was going to recruit 	one 

101 F1 4 @ 96 . 
 lo2H 4 @ 99.  
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way or the other. [ 	never — or not  I  — 

never let me know hey, if I can't get the gear I'm not coming. It was 

never like that. [...] So I did not think it was a violation in any way. 

I thought that was something that if it — if Adidas thought it was a 

benefit for them to be able to sponsor a team, they would do it. If 

they didn't, no big deal. It didn't matter one way or the other. Nobody 

— that wasn't a make or break deal for the kid coming to school 

here.  103 

Based on Kurtis' decades of experiences as a NCAA men's basketball coach, Kurtis did 

not consider it unusual, much less impermissible, to connect a consultant of an international 

apparel company and a non-scholastic team coach about whether Adidas might be interested in 

sponsoring or providing gear for a youth basketball team in 1°4  As Kurtis explained: 

I just thought that the apparel companies sponsor AAU teams, national teams. In no 

way did I think that there was anything wrong with that. 105  

As Kurtis further explained, high school and non-scholastic coaches regularly ask Kurtis 

to connect them with apparel companies about potential sponsorship opportunities: 

I don't know what, how the outside looks in at it. But I think these high school 

coaches and AAU coaches think oh, man, they — they're in there good with the shoe 

company. They could help. 106 

FI 4 @ 105. 
Boa FI 4 @ 105, 106. FI 5 @ 27. FI 6 @ trial transcript 1014. 
"5 F14 @94. 
"6  FI 5 @ 16. 
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and 

If I told you how many people asked me to do that — I probably wouldn't have to 

coach if I — because everybody asks hey, could you help me with this or that? 107  

Kurtis provided Gassnola and 	with each other's contact information and 

subsequently talked and texted with Gassnola and 	openly on Kurtis' Kansas cell 

phone. 108  Shortly after Kurtis provided contact information to Gassnola and mk. 	Kurtis told 

his boss, Self, that he had done so. 109  Kurtis never learned whether Adidas (or Under Armour) 

provided any sponsorship for the mr 	youth basketball team. 11° 

Like Kurtis, 	111.1 did not associate receiving Gassnola's contact information from 

Kurtis with Kansas' recruitment of 11 

QUESTION: Yeah, how did we get to him? And I was — 

gi Well, it was just to let you know that, it like — coach Townsend was 

not — he didn't give me the impression that he was putting Adidas in 

to recruit [ because his first suggestion was Nike. 

QUESTION: Okay. 

MENEM You know, that's really what — it was Nike, because like he had, like 

I think, a better relationship as far as like, you know, with the guys at 

Nike, you know, like somebody at Nike than he does at Adidas. So, 

107 E 5 @ 15 .  

tos Fl 5 @ 14, 26, 27. FI 60. FI 62. FI 63. 
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it was only when I said I didn't like Nike because of this guy that 

claimed to know everybody from Nike — I mean, this guy said he 

knew everybody from Nike. So, I was like I don't want to get 

involved with the people that he knows. And that's when he [Kurds] 

referred me to TJ [Gassnola]." 111  

According to 	im  Gassnola did not seem particularly interested in  I 	search 

for gear for the  i 	youth basketball team. To begin with, Gassnola "didn't pick up the first 

couple times" 	tried to call him, so 	"bugged him so much" that Gassnola "picked 

up after a while." 112 
	

reported that he and Gassnola spoke no more than five times total, 

and Gassnola seemed more interested in "who's in charge of the kids in 	" than in discussing 

whether Adidas could provide gear  forte  youth basketball team. 113  

The information gathered during the investigation in this case consistently indicates that 

neither Gassnola, nor anyone else at Adidas, provided, arranged for, or even offered to provide or 

arrange for gear or sponsorship for a youth basketball team in -  - . Thus, the enforcement staff' s 

core claim in Allegation 2(c) is not merely unsupported by the information in this case, but it is 

contradicted by the information. 

Gassnola, who described the team in question as the  it 	 team, addressed the 

issue during his federal trial testimony: 

QUESTION: Did Adidas ever end up providing any assistance to the 

Min  team? 

I" F1 7 @ 97. 
112  F1 8 @ 13, 18, 20. 
113  F1 7 @ 61, 74, 95. F1 8 @ 17, 18, 21, 68. 
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GASSNOLA: As I can recall, I don't think so. 114  

pmEmei confirmed that gear was never provided and no arrangement for, or offer of, gear 

was ever made: 

QUESTION: And what, what was the fmal outcome related to getting gear for the 

team? 

Funny that you ask, because I spoke to him [Gassnola] about it. And 

he said, well I'm gonna get back to him, I'm gonna get back to you. 

It was like, I'm gonna get back to you. I'm gonna get back to you. 

And I would call him, and he would not pick up. And, and then all of 

a sudden, that's when that whole incident started like, you know. 

QUESTION: What incident? 

11111.1.1. Like the whole trial thing, like, you know. And I had the — my brother-

in-law actually calls me, and he's like, you know, did you see like the 

whole Adidas, the Adidas thing? And that's when I started putting 

two-and-two together with like, you know, why he wasn't responding 

anymore." 5  

and 

114  FI 6 @ trial transcript 1015. 
@61. 
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QUESTION: Let me ask you this then. Quantity wise, when you say I need used 

gear, what was the quantity of how much you need in terms of used 

gear? 

Well, we never got to that part, because what he said was, well let me 

find out. And it was — he never, he never said yes, it's doable. And 

he never said no, it's not doable. So, it was — he was in the process of 

basically finding out. 116  

and 

QUESTION: Next call. Same thing? 

Same thing. I mean, this kept on dragging. It, it was, I, I couldn't 

get a yes or no from him 117  

The information in this case lacks any indication that Kurtis providing Gassnola and 

with each other's contact information in connection with 	search for used 

gear for 	 youth basketball team influenced 	decision to attend Kansas. 

Gassnola never spoke with 
	

was not even aware of Gassnola prior to the federal 

criminal trial of Gatto and his co-conspirators, and 	affinity for Kansas actually predated 

his recruitment by Kansas. 118  

As discussed in response to Allegation 2(a), Kurtis' history of bringing compliance concerns 

to the attention of senior Kansas athletics administrators indicates that Kurtis would have reported a 

116  F1 7 
117  F1 8 
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potential violation regarding providing Gassnola and 	EMI with each other's contact 

information if Kurtis thought one occurred. However, for the reasons mentioned above, Kurtis did 

not believe his conduct was impermissible. Furthermore, Kurtis' compliance-conscious boss, Self, 

knew that Kurtis connected Gassnola and 	to facilitate dialogue between Adidas and 

about gear for a youth basketball team in Angola. 119  Like Kurtis, Self did not believe that 

connecting Gassnola and 	was impermissible: 

QUESTION: And, thank you. That's actually what I was getting to. Did you 

inform the institution of that connection? 

SELF: 
	

No, I did not. 

QUESTION: Did you feel that you needed to or you didn't think it was an issue or 

why not? 

and 

SELF: It would be both. I didn't feel I needed to, because it wasn't an issue, 

and at least in my mind. Because all that was done was put two 

people in contact with each other. So, it wasn't, it wasn't 

prearranging any type of arrangement, anything like it. It was two 

people that would, that were — contact information was shared. 12° 

QUESTION: Did it strike you as a red flag that — or give you any pause or concern 

to know that Kurtis Townsend was putting theT of a prospect 

in touch with a representative of a shoe company? 

119  F1 1 @ 94, 95. 
120  F1 1 @ 61. 
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SELF: 	It did not. Cause 
	

I 
	

was also an AAU coach, not just 

. And AAU programs and shoe companies deal with each 

other all the time. If was not affiliated with an AAU program, 

then I would say defmitely that would be something that would be an 

alarm. But it did not — it was not a red flag to me. 121  

As discussed in response to Allegation 2(b), Kurtis never believed Gassnola was a Kansas 

booster, and the information in this case demonstrates the reasonableness of Kurtis' understanding. 

To the extent the enforcement staff claims that Adidas was a Kansas booster based on factors 

arising out of Adidas' contract with the university and that Gassnola was a Kansas booster because 

of his status as an Adidas consultant or employee, Kurtis refers the Committee to the discussion 

about the unsoundness of that proposition set forth in response to Allegation 2(b). 

For the reasons discussed above, the weight of the credible, persuasive information gathered 

during the investigation in this case refutes the enforcement staff's position that Kurtis should be 

held personally liable for a violation of NCAA rules in connection with Allegation 2(c). However, 

if for some reason the Committee were to find that Kurtis' provision of contact 

information to Gassnola and vice versa involved Kurtis in a breach of NCAA rules, then, as 

discussed later in this response, NCAA case precedent and legislation would not support the 

enforcement staff's position that Kurtis should be held personally liable for a Level 1 violation. 

121  FI 1 @99. 
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ALLEGATION NO. 3 
ALLEGATION 

3. 	[NCAA Division I Manual Constitution 2.8.1 and Bylaws 12.1.2, 12.3.1.2, 13.01.2, 13.1, 
13.1.2.1, 13.1.2.5, 13.2.1 and 13.2.1.1-(e) (2014-15); 12.1.2, 12.3.1.2 and 16.11.2.1 (2015-
16); 13.01.2, 13.1, 13.1.2.1, 13.1.2.5, 13.2.1 and 13.2.1.1-(g) (2016-17); 13.01.2, 13.1, 
13.1.2.1 and 13.1.3.5.1 (2017-18)] 

It is alleged that between December 2014 and September 2017, three consultants of Adidas, 
who were also representatives of the institution's athletics interests and agents, engaged in 
impermissible recruiting activities with three prospective student-athletes. Bill Self (Self), 
head men's basketball coach, and Kurtis Townsend (Townsend), assistant men's basketball 
coach, had knowledge of some impermissible recruiting contacts. Also, one of the 
representatives of the institution's athletics interest, who was also an agent, provided an 
impermissible benefit and an impermissible agent benefit to the guardian of a then student-
athlete. Specifically: 

a. During the 	academic year, TJ Gassnola (Gassnola), a then Adidas outside 
consultant, representative of the institution's athletics interests and agent, engaged in 
violations in an effort to recruit then men's basketball prospective student-athlete 
EMONI 	 to the institution, and later communicated some of his efforts 
to Self. Specifically, on or about December 11, 	, Gassnola had an impermissible 
recruiting contact with iffaim in San Diego. Then in the winter of 	, Gassnola 
provided $15,000 to a family friend of MEM  who was to provide the money to 
INK.: mother. Finally, on August 19, and after enrolled at another 
institution, Gassnola communicated in a text message to Self that he had let Self down 
in the recruitment of [NCAA Bylaws 12.1.2, 12.3.1.2, 13.01.2, 13.1, 13.1.2.1, 
13.1.2.5, 13.2.1 and 13.2.1.1-(e) (2014-15)] 

b. On or about March 22, 	Gassnola provided an impermissible benefit and 
impermissible agent benefit in the fonn of an indeterminate amount of cash through a 
wire transfer to 

_ [NCAA Bylaws 12.1.2, 12.3.1.2 and 16.11.2.1 (111.111] 

c. On or about June 27 through July 1, Ma Dan Cutler (Cutler), a then Adidas outside 
consultant, representative of the institution's athletics interests and agent, had an 
impermissible recruiting contact with and offered an impermissible recruiting 
inducement to men's basketball prospective student-athlete 	 it, 
Specifically, Cutler had contact withl at an Midas basketball event in Los 
Angeles and inquired if 	would be open to recruitment by the institution. When 

1, answered affirmatively, Cutler informed Ai that if he enrolled at the 
institution, then Cutler and Adidas would ensure parents could attend his 
games by providing financial assistance for their travel expenses. Within three weeks 
of Cutler's impermissible contact and offer, Self learned that Cutler had been in contact 
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with 	and 	_ interest in the institution. Self then telephoned 	and 
spoke with him and his mother about 	attending the institution. [NCAA Bylaws 
13.01.2, 13.1, 13.1.2.1, 13.1.2.5, 13.2.1 and 13.2.1.1-(g) 	,)] 

d. On or about September 14, =I, Merl Code (Code), a then Adidas outside consultant, 
representative of the institution's athletics interests and agent, had an impermissible 
recruiting contact with the family of then men's basketball prospective student-athlete 

and learned recruiting information and what it would 
take for to commit to the institution and participate as a men's basketball 
student-athlete. In a telephone call, Code communicated some of what he learned to 
Self and Townsend just prior to their scheduled home visit with the II family. 
Code provided additional information to Townsend after the home visit. Townsend 
failed to report this violation to the institution's compliance staff. [NCAA Constitution 
2.8.1 and Bylaws 13.01.2, 13.1, 13.1.2.1 and 13.1.3.5.1 (in- )1 

e. Allegation Nos. 3-a, 3-c and 3-d serve as a basis for head coach responsibility as noted 
in Allegation No. 4. Allegation Nos. 3-a through 3-d serve as a basis for lack of 
institutional control, as noted in Allegation No. 5. 

RESPONSE 

Allegation 3(d) 

Kurtis disagrees with the enforcement staffs position that he breached NCAA rules in the 

circumstances related to Allegation 3(d). 

The enforcement staff cites Kurtis' conduct related to Allegation 3(d) as justification for 

holding Kurtis personally liable for a Level 1 violation. 

A Level 1 violation is the most severe level of violation with which the enforcement staff 

can charge a coach. Therefore, before discussing the egregious substantive flaws in Allegation 

3(d), it is important to examine the context in which the allegation appears in the Amended Notice 

of Allegations. Allegation 3 has three sub-allegations in addition to Allegation 3(d). Based on 

Kurtis' personal knowledge, he has no reason to believe any of the three other sub-allegations are 

true, but that is not the point. The point is that none of the other sub-allegations have anything to 
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do with Kurtis. Furthermore, all three of the other sub-allegations involve alleged payments or 

offers of financial benefits, and two of the three involve alleged direct personal contact between 

alleged boosters and prospective student-athletes. Even if the premise of Allegation 3(d) were 

supported by the information in this case, which it is not, Allegation 3(d) would not involve any 

payment or offer of a financial benefit or any direct personal contact by a booster with a 

prospective student-athlete. Even if the premise of Allegation 3(d) were supported by the 

information in this case, the full extent of Kurtis' involvement would be listening to generic or 

incredible comments about a highly-publicized prospective student-athlete who Kurtis had 

recruited for three years, but who eventually decided not to attended Kansas, from a grassroots 

basketball consultant for an apparel company for a total of at most thirteen minutes during a span 

of two days. Therefore, even if the premise of Allegation 3(d) were supported by the information 

in this case, the alleged impermissible conduct would be materially different in nature and far less 

severe than the alleged impermissible conduct in the other sub-allegations. Consequently, even if 

the premise of Allegation 3(d) were supported by the information in this case and the enforcement 

staff wanted to present it for the Committee to assess Kurtis' personal liability, the enforcement 

staff properly should have presented it as a separate allegation. Instead, the enforcement staff 

lumped Allegation 3(d) into Allegation 3 with other unrelated sub-allegations of comparatively 

severe alleged misconduct and then asserted that it is appropriate for the Committee to hold Kurtis 

personally liable for a Level 1 violation based on his "involvement in Allegation 3." The 

enforcement staff s inclusion of Allegation 3(d) in Allegation 3 as a basis for a second Level 1 

allegation against Kurtis illustrates an unwarranted approach to drafting the Amended Notice of 

Allegations in a manner designed to portray Kurtis in the most negative light possible and to expose 
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him to potentially enhanced personal liability based on the overstated allegation itself as well as 

the aggravating factor of multiple Level 1 violations. 

Substantively, as noted in the introduction to this response, Allegation 3(d) is unsupported 

by — and, in fact, is clearly and consistently refuted by — the voluminous information gathered 

during the extensive investigation in this case. Allegation 3(d) asserts that "on or about September 

14, 2017," Adidas consultant Merl Code ("Code") had "an impermissible recruiting contact" with 

prospective student-athlete family and then "communicated 

some of what he learned to Self and Townsend just prior to their scheduled home visit with the 

family." The premise of the allegation is flawed in several respects. 

To begin with, even if Code communicated with 	 family in September ofd 

— which, as discussed below, the information gathered in this case demonstrates did not happen — 

the sequence of events asserted by the enforcement staff is wrong. Kurtis and Bill Self s ("Self') 

recruiting visit to 
	

home occurred on September M. 122 Kurtis' phone records 

corroborate Kurtis' testimony and establish that Kurtis' only conversation with Code in the week 

leading up to the visit occurred on September 	, as Kurtis and Self were driving to 

home. 123  Kurtis' phone records also corroborate his testimony and establish that Kurtis' next, and 

final, conversation with Code was the following morning, September is . 124 However, despite 

testimony and documentary information establishing that Kurtis' two conversations with Code 

occurred on September 	 in conjunction with a September IR home visit, the 

enforcement staff drafted this Level 1 allegation asserting a September ." pre-visit conversation 

122  FI 1 @ 88. FI 4 @ 50, 63, 73. 
123  FI 1 @ 88. FI 4 @ 50, 51. Attachment @ 10. 
124  FI 4 @ 50, 51. Attachment @ 10. 
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between Kurtis, Self, and Code. Given the seriousness of this Level 1 allegation against Kurtis, 

and its citation to justify the aggravating factor of multiple Level 1 violations, the enforcement 

staff's drafting of an allegation that is incompatible with the sequence of events established by the 

information in this case illustrates an apparent willingness to forego careful and objective analysis 

in order to charge Kurtis with multiple Level 1 violations. Any suggestion that the allegation is 

reasonably drafted consistent with the information in the case because the enforcement staff left 

itself so-called wiggle room by using the phrase "on or about September " is a weak excuse for 

the enforcement staff's indifference and/or overzealousness when clear, accurate information 

contradicting the enforcement staff's asserted sequence of events is readily available. 

Additionally, the extensive investigation in this case produced no demonstration of 

recruiting contact between Code and 	or his family on or about September 

To the contrary, MM. and his family repeatedly explained the limited nature of their 

interaction with Code after the spring of ®, including the absence of any interaction with Code 

near September 

=ME reported only about five total interactions with Code in the nature of casual 

greetings at non-scholastic basketball events: 

QUESTION: Would you see [Code] or would you actually interact with him, like 

you know... 

It'd be like a what's up man, how you doing, how you been. 

QUESTION: Yeah, that's fair. How many times did you have those sorts of 

encounters with Mr. Code, where at least a greeting was exchanged? 
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Probably like five times, probably. m  

and 

QUESTION: There was some type of friendship bond that you had, is that correct? 

Well, I don't want to say bond. It was just like you see him, and 

you just kind of acknowledge him. Like, yeah. Like, I know you. 

Like, how are you doing? Like, how have you been? And stuff like 

that. I wouldn't say it's a deep bond though. 126  

The last time 	even saw Code was at the Adidas Nations tournament in early 

August ofh6_, , more than a month before the enforcement staff alleges Code had recruiting contact 

with 
	 family. 127 

reported that his parents had similarly limited interaction with Code, that neither 

he nor his family had any professional relationship with Code, and that neither he nor his family 

had private conversations with Code.' as specifically denied knowledge of any 

conversation between himself or his parents and Code about potentially impermissible benefits: 

QUESTION: And the conversations, you never talked about — You've already 

answered this question, but I'm just going to ask it again. You never 

informed [Code], or your parents never informed him in your 

presence, that you were looking for cash, employment, relocation, 

wherever you signed? 

125  FI 26 @ 8. 
126  FI 26 @ 12. 
127 FI 26 @ 8, 9. https://basketball  realgm.com/national/tountament/18/adidas-Nations/182/yearly-brackets  
128 m rt. 26 @ 9, 10, 13. 
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No, sir. 129  

repeatedly and emphatically explained 

that they had no interaction with Code since the end of sophomore year in high school, 

which was the spring of 

QUESTION: And so, what is your relationship with Merl Code? 

Merl Code? 

QUESTION: Merl Code. 

There is no relationship. 

QUESTION: What do you know about him? 

I mean, I know he is a person — an executive on the Adidas circuit. 

He was from area So, I meal]. 

outside of that, there was no relationship, yeah. 

That's that. 

QUESTION: Did you guys talk regularly or... 

11111■1111EN  No. 

QUESTION: ...text? 

No. 

No, sir. 

129  FI 26 @ 13. 
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QUESTION: Anything like that? 

No. 13° 

and 

So [Code] wanted to know why we were trying to get our own 

team, and suggested that I come and play with his team, or coach his 

team and allow oviii to come to his team, you know. And that, I think 

that's where our relationship stopped at, you know, when he said that. 

Yeah, because when I told him, he thought we were angry with him 

you know. But, you now, that was the last time we actually spoke 

with him, and that was going — 

Sophomore. 

...10th — sophomore year. We haven't talked to him since. So, 

you know, I don't... 

QUESTION: So you haven't had a conversation with... 

No. No. 

QUESTION: ...Code since sophomore year? 

L 
	 No. 

Going into junior year. 131  

130  F1 27 @ 16. 
131  F1 27 @ 18, 19. 
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and 

Let's — let me get this — Merl Code had nothing to do with us, even 

though 
	

Nothing to do with us. 132  

parents specifically denied knowledge of any conversation with Code about 

potentially impermissible benefits: 

QUESTION: But have you ever asked [Code], or told him, what you needed or 

what the family would need, in terms of for 	recruitment? 

___AN Sir, we ain't talked to him since 	was a 10th grader. We didn't 

know what an would need or what we would need, you know, 

during that time. 

All 	needed was a full scholarship. 

All he needed was a scholarship . 133  

Steve Smith ("Smith"), a Clemson assistant men's basketball coach who was close friends 

with Code since high school and who recruited s for Clemson, corroborated the 

testimony of Am and his parents about their lack of communication with Code: 134  

QUESTION: What about Merl Code? Was — do you know — do you have any 

reason to believe Merl was working with the family in any way? 

132  F1 27 @ 32. 
133 F1 27 @ 19. 
134 FI88@6. 
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SMITH: 
	

It's been a lot of stuff put out in the media. And I can say, to my 

knowledge, talking to Merl, talking to 	— Merl was not involved 

in  Mi Om' 	recruitment after 

sophomore year of high schoo1. 135  

and 

SMITH: 
	

Merl wanted [ 	 on his team, so to speak, 

. The 	wanted their own team — his own team. 

Somehow, they were working against each other. His 	and 

Merl kind of butt heads there, and that's when they hadn't spoken 

since, to my knowledge. I don't know if they've spoken recently, but 

during the recruitment process, from that point on, they were not 

speaking 

QUESTION: And that's based on what you heard from Merl? 

SMITH: 
	

From Merl and the 
	136 

Smith also reported that Code never told Smith that Code was helping Kansas recruit 

or that anyone from Kansas asked him to help recruit 
	 137 

As the explicit, repeated, consistent, corroborated, unrebutted testimony from 	• 

parents, and Smith demonstrates, the information gathered during the investigation 

in this case clearly refutes the fundamental premise of Allegation 3(d) that Code had recruiting 

135  Fl 88 
136 F1 88 
137  F1 88 

@ 
@ 
@ 

10. 
11. 
17, 18. 
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contact with 
	

family on or about September 	. The enforcement staff's 

drafting of an allegation with a core premise so disconnected from the information in this case 

further illustrates an apparent willingness to forego careful and objective analysis in order to charge 

Kurtis with multiple Level 1 violations. 

Because Allegation 3(d) is so contrary to the information gathered in this case, Kurtis 

summarizes below what actually happened. 

Kurtis did not know Code well, having spoken with him only approximately fifteen to 

twenty times during Kurtis' tenure at Kansas prior to August of is, when Merl and Kurtis had a 

few brief conversations regarding the party at Self's Hall of Fame induction that Adidas was 

planning. 138  Prior to Kurtis' conversations with Code on September I. • 	, Kurtis never 

spoke with Code about 	139  At the Adidas party for Self's Hall of Fame induction, 

Adidas employee Jim Gatto ("Gatto") told Kurtis that Code knew 	 family through 

Adidas' sponsorship of 
	

non-scholastic basketball team." Gatto's comment 

surprised Kurtis, because Kurtis had recruited 	for three years without any mention, 

much less involvement, of Code in the recruiting process.' Based on Gatto's comment, while 

Kurtis and Self were driving to their September 	recruiting visit at WIPPEPOIMII  home, Kurtis 

called Code about what insight Code might have into 	 recruitment. 142  The call was 

brief, lasting only about five minutes. 143  The call was on speakerphone so Self could participate, 

138  FI 4 @ 49, 50, 125. Attachment @ 10. 
139  FI 4 @ 50. 
140  F1 4 @ 50, 57, 66. 
141  FI 4 @ 50, 57, 66. 
142  FI 4 @ 50, 51, 66. 
143  FI 4 @ 51. Attachment @ 10. Kurtis' phone records show a call from Kurtis to Code at 5:56 PM lasting two 
minutes and a call from Code to Kurtis at 5:58 PM lasting four minutes. Kurtis does not recall whether the first call 
resulted in a voice message that Code returned or whether the first call was dropped and the second call was a reconnect. 
In either event, the total conversation lasted no more than six minutes. 
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and when Code suggested that 	"want[ed] to play point guard," Self jokingly replied 

that he would tell 
	

that he was Magic Johnson.' At the end of the call, Code asked 

Kurtis to let Code know how the visit went, and Kurtis agreed to do so.' The home visit with 

family was routine, and at no point during the visit (or at any other time during Kurtis' 

recruitment of did  w—  or his family ask for any impermissible benefit.' The 

next morning, September  MI,  Kurtis called Code, as promised, to share that the visit went fine. 147 

 The call lasted seven minutes.148  During the call, Code interrupted Kurtis and claimed he knew 

that family wanted various impermissible benefits as part of  mums 
recruitment. 149  Kurtis found Code's claim to be unbelievable, because throughout three years of 

recruitment, including the previous night's home visit, neither nor his family ever asked 

for anything impermissible!' Before fmishing the call, Kurtis said that he had to figure out a way 

to successfully recruit  Wiwi 	to Kansas, which to Kurtis included highlighting all the 

permissible fmancial benefits 	could receive at Kansas as discussed during the home 

visit the previous night, but nothing impermissible.' Kurtis believed, and still believes, that his 

communication with Code was the type of routine and permissible communication that college 

coaches have on a regular basis as a normal part of their jobs, that it did not involve improper 

recruiting assistance, and that it did not involve anyone Kurtis had reason to believe was a Kansas 

booster. However, based on Kurtis' long recruitment of  lirmim  discussions with  MEMO 

and his family during the home visit, and Code's farfetched comments during the September  El 

144 FI4 @Si. 
145 FI4 @50. 
146  FI 4 @ 51, 52, 55, 
147  F1 4 @ 50, 51. 
148  Attachment @ 10. 
m9 F14 @51. 
150  F1 4 @ 51, 56, 58, 
151  FI 4 @ 54, 55. 

56, 

59, 

58, 

64. 

59. 
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call, Kurtis concluded that Code did not have credible insight regarding 	 recruitment, 

so Kurtis never spoke with Code again. 152  

As discussed in response to Allegation 2(a), Kurtis' history of bringing compliance concerns 

to the attention of senior Kansas athletics administrators indicates that Kurtis would have reported 

a potential violation regarding Code if Kurtis thought one occurred. However, for the reasons 

mentioned above, Kurtis did not believe his conduct was impermissible or that anything Code said 

credibly indicated improprieties in recruitment. Furthermore, Kurtis' compliance-

conscious boss, Self, obviously knew about Kurtis and Self's conversation with Code on September 

M.  Kurtis never believed Code was a Kansas booster, and the information in this case 

demonstrates the reasonableness of Kurtis' understanding. The information does not show (1) that 

Code participated in a Kansas booster organization, (2) that Code contributed financially to Kansas' 

athletics department, (3) that Kurtis or anyone else at Kansas asked Code to recruit for Kansas, (4) 

that Kurtis or anyone else at Kansas should have considered Code to be recruiting for Kansas, (5) 

that Code provided benefits to an enrolled Kansas student-athlete or his/her family, or (6) that Code 

otherwise promoted Kansas. To the extent the enforcement staff claims that Code was a Kansas 

booster because of his status as an Adidas consultant or employee, Kurtis refers the Committee to 

the discussion about the unsoundness of that proposition related to TJ Gassnola set forth in response 

to Allegation 2(b), which applies equally to Code. 

For the reasons discussed above, the weight of the credible, persuasive information gathered 

during the investigation in this case refutes the enforcement staff's position that Kurtis should be 

152  Attachment @ 10. The indictments preceding the federal trial of Gatto, Code, and their co-conspirator were 
announced on September 26, 2017. At that time, Kansas instructed Kurtis to cease all communication with Adidas. 
Between September  1.1  and September  I.,  while Kansas continued to actively recruit Kurtis had no 
calls with Code. 
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held personally liable for a violation of NCAA rules in connection with Allegation 3(d). However, 

if for some reason the Committee were to find that Kurtis' limited interaction with Code involved 

Kurtis in a breach of NCAA rules, then, as discussed later in this response, NCAA case precedent 

and legislation would not support the enforcement staff's position that Kurtis should be held 

personally liable for a Level 1 violation. 
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CASE PRECEDENT AND  LEGISLATION 

For the reasons discussed above, the weight of the credible, persuasive information gathered 

during the investigation in this case refutes the enforcement staffs position that Kurtis should be 

held personally liable for a violation of NCAA rules. However, if for some reason the Committee 

were to find that Kurtis' limited interactions with Brown, Gassnola, or Code in the circumstances 

of this case involved Kurtis in a breach of NCAA rules, then NCAA case precedent and legislation 

would not support the enforcement staffs position that Kurtis should be held personally liable for 

a Level 1 violation — let alone two Level 1 violations. 

Although no two cases are identical, the six recent cases summarized in the following table 

involved similar factors as alleged by the enforcement staff as justification for holding Kurtis 

personally liable for two Level 1 violations. Specifically, the six cases involved boosters' direct 

contacts with prospective student-athletes and/or student-athletes in conjunction with coaches' 

active involvement in, or knowledge of, the boosters' contacts. Four of the cases also involved 

boosters providing items, services, or entertainment with significant monetary value, and a fifth 

case involved a coach providing impermissible recruiting inducements. The extent of the 

misconduct cited in the six cases appears broader than the alleged misconduct involving Kurtis in 

Allegations 2(a), 2(b), 2(c), and 3(d). Nevertheless, the Committee classified the misconduct in 

all six cases as Level 2 violations. Thus, the cases demonstrate that even if Kurtis were involved 

in a breach of NCAA rules as alleged, a Level 1 classification of any violation involving Kurtis 

would be excessive. 

Case Descri D tion 
Georgia Tech 
University 

A booster who was the head coach's friend provided two student-athletes 
and a potential transfer student-athlete with over $2,400 in benefits and 
inducements. The booster engaged in impermissible recruiting activity by 
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2019 overextending his personal relationship with a transfer student-athlete at 
the head coach's previous institution and by regularly attempting to recruit 
him to Georgia Tech. Specifically, while the transfer student-athlete was 
still competing for his first institution, the booster introduced the idea of 
transferring to Georgia Tech. The booster made the head coach aware of 
his communications with the potential transfer. The head coach did not 
report any concerns to Georgia Tech's compliance office. Later, the 
booster again made the head coach aware of his communication with the 
transfer student-athlete. The head coach asked the booster to keep him in 
the loop on the transfer student-athlete because he did not want to waste 
his time. The booster ended the conversations stating, "He will be a 
Yellow Jacket if you want him. Period." The booster also provided the 
transfer student-athlete with shoes and arranged for him and his brother to 
visit the booster by purchasing roundtrip airfare. 

University of Utah 
2019 

As part of the recruitment of a prospective student-athlete during a period 
in which Utah had no available official visits, a Utah coach and a 
community college coach developed a plan to have the community college 
pay for the prospect to visit the institution. When the community college 
coach began assisting Utah in the recruitment of the prospect by helping 
plan and execute the prospect's visit to the institution, he became a Utah 
booster. Subsequently, the community college paid for the prospect's visit 
to the area and the institution. Further, the community college coach 
accompanied the prospect on the visit to the institution, and the Utah men's 
basketball staff knew of, and participated in, the contacts that occurred on 
the visit. 

University of 
Connecticut 
2019 

A longtime friend of the head coach who trained athletes became a booster 
when he provided on-campus training to student-athletes. The trainer also 
gave the student-athletes free meals and lodging at his home over four 
days, local transportation, use of his personal automobile, and access to a 
private gym. The benefits totaled just under $1,200 for the three student-
athletes. Based on testimony from an assistant coach, the institution's 
strength coach, a student-athlete, and a parent of a student-athlete, the COI 
determined that the head coach knew about the training arrangements. 

University of San 
Francisco 
2018 

The second head coach provided, or arranged for a booster to provide, a 
prospect and the prospect's father a free round of golf with the booster 
valued at $550 during the prospect's official visit. The second head coach 
also provided, or arranged for, a second prospect to play a round of golf 
with a booster at a $200 discount during the prospect's official visit, and 
again the booster interacted with the prospect's father. Additionally, when 
a prospect made a six-day, five-night unofficial visit to USF, the second 
head coach provided, or arranged for, the prospect to receive free rounds 
of golf and driving range privileges valued at $419, one night of free off- 
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campus lodging valued at $50, and impermissible transportation valued at 
$48. 

University of An assistant coach knew and/or should have known that a booster was as 
Alabama assisting and/or participating in the recruitment of four prospective 

2017 student-athletes. 	Specifically, a booster, who was the mother of an 
Alabama student-athlete, contacted a high school coach to arrange a 
meeting at a high school. Once the booster arrived at the high school, she 
asked to meet with four prOspective student-athletes. The booster initially 
met with the four prospects for approximately 10 to 15 minutes, and then 
the assistant coach joined the meeting for approximately 15 to 20 minutes. 
A few months later, the booster contacted the high school coach to arrange 
a follow-up meeting with three of the prospective student-athletes. The 
meeting lasted approximately 10 minutes. 

Southern The head golf coach knew a booster, who ran a junior golf tournament like 
Methodist a recruiting service, providing a "road map to college golf for juniors." 

University The head golf coach permitted the booster to initiate and engage in 

2015 recruiting contacts with prospects. The booster contacted nine prospects 
to promote the institution's golf program; facilitated contact and 
communication between the head golf coach and prospects and their 
families; and/or encouraged the prospects to arrange unofficial visits to 
the institution. The head golf coach was aware of the booster's contact 
with the prospects because he was copied on or forwarded multiple email 
communications between the representative and prospects and/or their 
parents regarding the institution. The booster also provided the head golf 
coach with updates on prospects whom the representative had contacted 
or was planning to contact. The email communications fell into two 
categories: communications between the two men about prospects and 
whether the booster planned to reach out to them; and communications on 
which the head golf coach was copied or forwarded emails between the 
booster and prospects and/or their families Additionally, head golf coach 
provided reduced-cost merchandise and equipment to four prospective 
student-athletes. The approximate value of the impermissible 
merchandise received by the prospects was at least $777. 

If, despite the weight of the credible, persuasive information gathered during the 

investigation in this case, the Committee were to find that Kurtis' limited interactions with Brown, 

Gassnola, or Code involved Kurtis in a breach of NCAA rules, then such a breach would meet the 
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criteria of a Level 3 violation as set forth in Bylaw 19.1.3. 153  Specifically, the information 

gathered in this case establishes (1) that Kurtis' relevant interactions with Brown, Gassnola, and 

Code were infrequent, brief, and limited in nature, (2) that no advantage occurred, because the 

recruiting decisions of Or and INN were not influenced by Brown, Gassnola, or 

Code, (3) that no impermissible benefit was provided, arranged, or even offered, and (4) that any 

connection by Kurtis with impermissible conduct was inadvertent, because he acted transparently, 

in a manner he understood to be routine and permissible based his coaching experience, and with 

a good-faith belief that his conduct did not involve Kansas boosters. 

In sum, an objective analysis of the information gathered during the investigation in this 

case calls for the Committee to reject the enforcement staff's plea to hold Kurtis personally liable 

for two Level 1 violations. However, if the Committee were to fmd Kurtis involved in a breach 

of NCAA rules, then, based on NCAA case precedent and legislation, the proper classification of 

any such breach by Kurtis would be Level 3, not Level 2, and most certainly not Level 1. 

153  Attachment @ 11. 
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AGGRAVATING AND MITIGATING 
FACTORS 

The weight of the credible, persuasive information gathered during the investigation in this 

case refutes the enforcement staff's position that Kurtis should be held personally liable for a 

violation of NCAA rules. Furthermore, if for some reason the Committee were to find that Kurtis' 

limited interactions with Brown, Gassnola, or Code in the circumstances of this case involved 

Kurtis in a breach of NCAA rules, then, as discussed above, NCAA case precedent and legislation 

would not support classifying Kurtis' involvement as a Level 1 or Level 2 violation to which 

aggravating and mitigating factors apply. 

This response addresses the aggravating and mitigating factors proposed by the 

enforcement staff because the two proposed aggravating factors illustrate the overzealous nature 

of the allegations against Kurtis. Kurtis disagrees with both proposed aggravating factors. 

The first proposed aggravating factor is that Kurtis committed multiple Level 1 violations 

(Bylaw 19.9.3(a)). This aggravating factor requires the Committee to find that Kurtis is personally 

liable for a Level 1 violation in Allegation 2 and in Allegation 3. As previously discussed, the 

notion that Kurtis committed a Level 1 violation in either allegation is unsupported by the 

information in this case as well as NCAA case precedent and legislation. The enforcement staff's 

assertion that Kurtis committed a Level 1 violation in Allegation 3(d) is completely contrary to the 

information in this case, egregiously inappropriate, and particularly concerning. 

The second proposed aggravating factor is that Kurtis condoned, participated in, or 

negligently disregarded a violation or related wrongful conduct (Bylaw 19.9.3(h)). The 
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information in this case shows that Kurtis' relevant conduct involved the type of ordinary 

interactions in which college coaches engage on a daily basis as a normal part of their jobs. Even 

if, hypothetically, the conduct of Brown, Gassnola, or Code were inappropriate in the 

circumstances of Allegations 2(a), 2(b), 2(c), or 3(d), it would be a stretch to find that Kurtis 

significantly "participated" in any wrongdoing. Because no reasonable basis existed for Kurtis to 

believe that impermissible conduct occurred in the circumstances of Allegations 2(a), 2(b), 2(c), 

or 3(d), Kurtis certainly did not negligently disregard or condone violations or related wrongful 

conduct in those circumstances. 

The enforcement staff proposed one mitigating factor: the absence of prior Level 1, Level 

2, or major violations (Bylaw 19.9.4(h)). If aggravating and mitigating factors were applicable, 

Kurtis would agree with this mitigating factor because it is accurate. Throughout almost thirty 

years of coaching Division 1 men's basketball, Kurtis has never before been accused of a so-called 

major violation of NCAA rules. 
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CONCLUSION 

Kurtis conscientiously tries to follow NCAA rules. After an extensive investigation, the 

voluminous information gathered in this case shows (1) that Kurtis' conduct which the 

enforcement staff claims justifies two Level 1 violations involved the type of ordinary interactions 

in which college coaches engage on a daily basis as a normal part of their jobs, (2) that Kurtis 

never asked a third party to recruit for Kansas, (3) that Kurtis did not offer, arrange, or provide any 

impermissible benefit, (4) that Kurtis reasonably believed Brown, Gassnola, Code, and Adidas 

were not Kansas booster, (5) that Kurtis kept his boss, Self, generally appraised of Kurtis' 

communication with Brown, Gassnola, and Code relevant to this case, and (6) that Kurtis' habit is 

to report possible NCAA violations when thinks a violation may have occurred. 

Therefore, the weight of the credible, persuasive information gathered during the 

investigation in this case refutes the enforcement staff's position that Kurtis should be held 

personally liable for a violation of NCAA rules. 

Even if for some reason the Committee were to find that Kurtis' limited interactions with 

Brown, Gassnola, or Code in the circumstances of this case involved Kurtis in a breach of NCAA 

rules, then NCAA case precedent and legislation would not support the enforcement staff's 

position that Kurtis should be held personally liable for two Level 1 violations. 

Kurtis welcomes the opportunity to meet with the Committee in order to discuss this case, 

answer questions the Committee has for him, and further demonstrate why the enforcement staff's 

charges that he committed major violations of NCAA rules are unsupported and should be 

dismissed. 
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